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Concordance of Place Names

G: German; H: Hungarian; S-C: Serbian or Croatian; Sl: Slovak; I: Italian

Names in present-day usage are listed first. Where an Anglicized version of a place name has become common, such as Vienna, or Belgrade, this has been used in the text.

Buda (H); Ofen (G)

Kotor (S-C); Cattaro (I)

Novi Sad (S-C); Neusatz (G.); Újvidék (H)

Bratislava (Sl); Pressburg (G); Pozsony (H)

Dubrovnik (S-C); Ragusa (I)

Rijeka (S-C); Fiume (I)

Zagreb (S-C); Agram (G); Zágráb (H)

Zemun (S-C); Zimony (H); Zemlin (G)